PRESS RELEASE

Mount Prospect Police Department Investigates Home Invasion

On Monday, June 26, 2017 at approximately 10:00 AM, the Mount Prospect Police Department responded to a home invasion in the 800 block of Partridge Lane. Upon arrival, officers learned from the four victims in the house that a white male knocked on the front door looking for someone. The offender was let into the house, then displayed a knife and demanded jewelry and money from the victims. The offender took several items of jewelry from the victims before running out of the residence and fleeing the area eastbound.

Officers, along with a canine unit from a neighboring jurisdiction, searched the area for the offender, but were unable to locate him. The four victims in the home, two adults and two juveniles, were not injured during the home invasion.

The offender is described as a white male, approximately 50 years old, 5’10” – 6’00”, approximately 220 lbs., black and grey hair, black and grey facial hair, wearing a dark colored hoodie and blue jeans.

The Mount Prospect Police Department continues to investigate this home invasion and anyone with information regarding this crime is asked to call the Mount Prospect Police Department’s Investigations Section at 847-870-5654. Anonymous tips can be made to Crime Stoppers of Mount Prospect by calling 847-590-7867 or texting MPPD and your tip to 274637. Tips made through Crime Stoppers of Mount Prospect that lead to the arrest and prosecution of the offenders could be eligible for a cash reward of up to $1,000.
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